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The Alberta Public Service (APS) is instrumental in meeting the needs of Albertans. The more than 

27,000 members of the APS are professional, non-partisan employees who deliver programs and 

services to Albertans and provide evidence-based, impartial advice and recommendations to the 

Government of Alberta to aid its decision-making. 

The expectations Albertans have of their government continue to change, as do the expectations of the 

APS on how to best serve Albertans. Citizens and stakeholders are seeking higher levels of engagement 

with the Government of Alberta, more transparent processes and decision-making, and more effective 

and accessible service delivery. 

This document provides a snapshot of important information that reflects the current state of the public 

service and how the organization is plotting its path forward with intention and a commitment to meeting 

the current and future needs of Albertans. 

The cyclical nature of Alberta’s economy presents a challenge for the APS with respect to the ability to 

attract and retain talent. Less than a year ago, Alberta was experiencing a significant labour shortage and 

the APS was developing strategies to attract additional employees in order to deliver the programs and 

services to support the province’s rapid growth. However, as a result of falling oil revenues, the focus on 

attraction shifted quickly to a hiring restraint. In December 2014, in response to the changes in the 

economy and the fiscal situation, the APS implemented spending restraints which included restricting 

hiring only to the most critical positions.  

In addition to the impact of Alberta’s natural resource driven economic cycles, frequent changes to the 

government’s organizational structure and leadership and corresponding changes to the APS’ structure, 

size and compensation affect employee engagement. 

 At a glance: 

 The structure of government has been reorganized six times since 2006 with over half of 

government employees directly affected by the major structural changes made in 2011.    

 The average tenure of Deputy Ministers is now roughly three years, compared to 2009 when the 

average was over six years. Roughly half of the Deputy Ministers have been in their current 

position for about a year, and similar trends are apparent at the Assistant Deputy Minister level. 

 The Employee Engagement Index, which is determined by a survey of APS employees, has 

declined from 71 per cent in 2008 to a low of 59 per cent in 2013 (the last year of the survey).  
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The goal of the APS is a professional public service that is skilled, engaged and delivers the programs 

and services Albertans expect. In order to deliver on that goal and position the Government of Alberta as 

one of the country’s best employers that is attracting the very best and brightest, the APS is actively 

addressing the challenges it faces. Actions include: 

 Building capacity at senior levels of the organization through targeted talent management and 

leadership development. 

 Developing a strategy to support Women in Leadership. 

 Renewing efforts to build employee engagement through a comprehensive internal 

communications and engagement framework; a recognition program focused on public service 

excellence; and strengthened approaches to gathering and responding to employee input. 

 Enhancing policy capacity through a policy intern program, internal policy courses, and a policy 

conference. 

 Managing fiscal challenges through program efficiencies and hiring restraint. 

As the APS tackles these challenges, continuing to provide the most effective and efficient services to 

Albertans remains the priority.
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Role of the Alberta Public Service 

The Alberta Public Service (APS) supports the Government of Alberta through the development of 

policies, programs, legislation and standards. The APS delivers services to Albertans either directly or 

through building and managing the accountabilities of and relationships with external service delivery 

providers. Alberta public service employees provide evidence-based, impartial advice and 

recommendations to the government elected by the people of Alberta.    

 

The APS Vision and Values are core to the way work is done on a daily basis. They help ensure Alberta 

public service employees are able to do their best work and provide a common understanding of where 

the organization is headed. 

 

Vision and Values 

APS VISION 

Proudly working together to build a stronger province for current and future generations. 

 

APS VALUES 

Respect 

We foster respect by contributing to an environment in which each individual is valued and heard, and by 

treating others as we wish to be treated. 

 

Accountability 

We take accountability by being responsible for our actions, contributing to a positive and collaborative 

work environment and effectiveness of the public service, and by continuously developing our own and 

others’ competencies. 

 

Integrity 

We demonstrate integrity by modelling the way and behaving ethically with open, honest communication 

to build working relationships based on trust. 

 

Excellence 

We achieve excellence through continuous improvement, developing leadership at all levels, and 

embracing innovation and risk-taking.
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APS Employees 

The APS is comprised of 27,573 employees working to make a difference in the lives of Albertans (as 

of March 31, 2015). This number includes: 

 25,803 permanent employees; and 

 1,770 non-permanent employees.  

This total number of APS employees does not include the approximately 120 employees who fill roles 

in the Legislative Office and fall under the Alberta Public Service Act.  Nor does it include Judges, 

Commissioners or Executive Assistants to Ministers. 

Non-permanent APS employees include those in temporary positions, on contracts of employment, 

short term wage roles, and re-employed pensioners. 

 

BARGAINING UNIT EMPLOYEES 

About three quarters (approximately 21,000 of the 27,000 members) of the APS are involved in or support 

frontline delivery and policy development. These employees make up the bargaining unit of the APS, 

which is represented by the Alberta Union of Provincial Employees (AUPE), the exclusive 

union/bargaining agent for all bargaining unit employees of the APS. The Government of Alberta and 

AUPE have a collective agreement which covers employees in bargaining unit positions. The current 

collective agreement has a four-year term, expiring March 31, 2017.  

 

OPTED OUT AND EXCLUDED EMPLOYEES 

Opted out and excluded employees comprise eight per cent (approximately 2,200) of the APS. These 

positions are exempt from the bargaining unit as per the Public Service Employee Relations Act.  These 

employees are opted out and excluded from union membership as their roles require them to either make 

decisions that affect or have access to personal information relating to APS bargaining unit employees 

(e.g. human resources staff).  

 

TRADITIONAL MANAGERS 

Traditional management roles account for approximately 12 per cent (approximately 3,400) of the APS. 

Traditional managers supervise others. 
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NON-TRADITIONAL/SPECIALIST MANAGERS  

Management work has evolved to include non-supervisory, non-traditional management positions which 

are ‘managers’ by virtue of specialized work rather than a supervisory role. The development of non-

traditional/specialist managers results from the government’s shift, over the past two decades, from a 

focus on direct program delivery to a broader governance/policy focus, where a range of partners are 

engaged in achieving outcomes. Non-traditional/specialist managers account for approximately four and a 

half per cent (approximately 1,200) of the APS and include legal counsel, policy analysts, audit principals, 

business development managers, executive security, investigators, education managers and medical 

examiners. 

 

APS Employees by Category (as of March 31, 2015) 
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Geographic Distribution 

The geographic distribution of permanent employees across the province is representative of the nature 

of the APS’ work, with regional employees located in more than 150 communities throughout the 

province. There is approximately equal distribution of professional and technical employees within the 

Edmonton area (55 per cent) and across the rest of the province (45 per cent). Approximately three in five 

APS permanent employees are located in Edmonton; with many focused on developing policies, 

programs, legislation and standards.  

 

 

 
 
 

  

      APS Employee Geographical Distribution (as of March 31, 2015) 
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Gender Distribution 

In the last four years, the overall percentage of female employees in the APS has changed little, with 

women currently representing approximately 64 per cent of the workforce. However, the representation of 

women declines with seniority - with women making up 56 per cent of managers, 46 per cent of senior 

managers, 39 per cent of executive managers, 34 per cent of Assistant Deputy Ministers and 33 per cent 

of Deputy Ministers in 2014. 

 

Age and Years of Service 

AGE 

The average age of an APS employee is 45. There is a wide diversity of ages across all employee 

categories, including: 

 Administrative – 60 per cent of this group is 45 years old or older; 

 Professional and Technical – 45 per cent of this group is 45 years old or older; and 

 Management – 65 per cent of this group is 45 years old or older. 

Overall, a quarter of the APS workforce is 55 years of age or older and a quarter is younger than 35. 
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YEARS OF SERVICE 

Over the last decade, the APS has experienced a 15 per cent decline in employees with more than 20 

years of service, while at the same time there has been a seven per cent increase in the number of 

employees with less than six years of service.  
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Voluntary Departures and Retirements 

VOLUTARY DEPARTURES 

Voluntary departures have been climbing over the last few years, but are lower than the peak of 2007, 

during the height of the last economic boom. The APS’ current voluntary departure rate is slightly higher 

than other governments and the broader public sector, but lower than voluntary departure rates in the 

private sector. 

Employees who chose to leave for work outside the APS most frequently cited better opportunities for 

career development or a better match between the job and their interests and skills as the reasons for 

their departure. 

The greatest number of voluntary departures from the APS has consistently been among employees with 

less than five years of service. Other groups with higher rates of voluntary departures include 

professional/technical employees in their first year, those with between six and 10 years of experience 

and administrative employees in their first year.  
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RETIREMENTS 

Since 2004, retirements have maintained a longer-term trend of gradual growth, despite slight dips in 

2009, 2011 and 2012. Retirement rates are slightly lower in the APS than other jurisdictions. 

For several years, the average age at retirement (62 years old) has been a reliable predictor of 

retirement. Currently approximately seven per cent of the APS workforce is 62 years old or older and at 

risk of retiring in the near future. 

A determination of the APS’ retirement risk can be assessed based on employees’ eligibility for an 

unreduced pension, which is based on a combination of age and years of service. In the management 

group, an individual must obtain a combined age and years of service factor of 80. For the rest of 

employees (bargaining unit and opted out and excluded) a factor of 85 is required. In addition, employees 

must be 55 years of age to qualify for an unreduced pension. Roughly a quarter of the APS’ executive 

cadre (e.g. Deputy Ministers, Assistant Deputy Ministers and Executive Directors) are currently eligible for 

an unreduced pension. 
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Compensation  

APS COLLECTIVE AGREEMENT INCREASES 

In June 2014, the Government of Alberta and AUPE ratified an agreement for APS unionized employees 

which included general salary increases of 2.0 per cent in 2014, 2.25 per cent in 2015 and 2.5 per cent in 

2016.  APS bargaining unit employees have received the increases in compensation for 2014 and 2015. 

 

AVERAGE SALARY, AVERAGE MANAGER SALARY  

As of March 31, 2015, the average annual salary for government employees was $76,853.  

Average salaries by job category are:  

 Bargaining unit employees: $66,698. 

 Opted out and excluded: $81,246. 

 Management: $120,287. 

 

SALARY INFORMATION AND DISCLOSURE  

The Government of Alberta released information about the more than 3,100 APS employees with a base 

salary of at least $100,000 in 2013. Information is released under the Public Service Compensation 

Disclosure Policy and it includes names, positions, salaries, severance amounts, and cash and non-cash 

benefits. Cash benefits include overtime, payment in lieu of vacation and management supplement, 

pension modifiers, and additional compensation amounts. Non-cash benefits include the Government of 

Alberta’s share of benefits premiums. 
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Key Challenges  

A RAPIDLY CHANGING EXERNAL ENVIRONMENT 

With respect to its workforce, there are societal factors – both demographics and economics – with great 

potential to impact the APS’ ability to attract and retain talent. Less than a year ago, Alberta was set to 

experience a significant labour shortage and the APS was developing strategies to attract additional 

employees for the programs and services required to support the growth in the province.  However, as a 

result of falling oil revenues, the focus on attraction shifted quickly to a hiring restraint. In December 2014, 

in response to the changes in the economy and the fiscal situation, the APS implemented spending 

restraints which included restricting hiring only to the most critical positions. 

Effectively managing through this rapidly evolving external environment while continuing to deliver on 

Albertans’ growing expectations and planning for future demands driven by demographics, emerging 

technologies and a growing economy, is critical.  

 

INSTABILITY AND CHURN  

The APS has experienced a great deal of instability and churn over the past years. The structure of 

government has been reorganized six times since 2006 with over half of government employees directly 

affected by the major structural changes made in 2011.    

The average tenure of Deputy Ministers is now roughly three years, compared to 2009 when the average 

was over six years.  Deputy Ministers also change portfolios very frequently, with roughly half having 

been in their current position for about one year. 

Similar trends exist for Assistant Deputy Ministers and other executive managers. Almost one fifth of 

Assistant Deputy Ministers are newly appointed in a given year. 

 

DECLINING EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT  

In addition to the impact of Alberta’s natural resource driven economic cycles, frequent of changes to the 

government’s organizational structure and leadership and corresponding changes to the APS’ structure, 

size and compensation affect employee engagement. 

Employee engagement levels captured through the Corporate Employee Survey have declined 

substantially (by 12 per cent) from a high of 71 per cent in 2008 to a low of 59 per cent in 2013 (the last 

year the survey was conducted). Employee engagement among managers (traditionally 10 per cent 

higher than the broader APS) has fallen even more dramatically from 80 per cent in 2008 to 61 per cent in 

2013.  
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Employee engagement has fallen generally in public services across Canada in recent years; however, 

the decline in the APS has been more rapid. In 2008, Alberta’s public service engagement results were 

five per cent above the national average. They are currently five per cent below the national average.  

 

Actions 

The goal of the APS is a professional public service that is skilled, engaged and delivers the programs 

and services Albertans expect. In order to position the Government of Alberta as one of the country’s best 

employers that is attracting the very best and brightest, the APS is actively addressing the challenges it 

faces. Actions include: 

 

STRENGTHENING SENIOR LEADERSHIP  

Capacity is being built at senior levels of the organization through a suite of talent management and 

leadership development initiatives. This will ensure the APS has the executive talent required in key 

areas. Based on best practice talent management and leadership development approaches from the 

public and private sectors, future leaders are identified and developed so they are ready to take on more 

senior leadership roles in the organization.  

In recognition of its high proportion of female employees and comparably low proportion of women in 

senior leadership roles, a Women in Leadership strategy is being developed to address the gender 

imbalance in senior roles across government. 

 

BUILDING POLICY CAPACITY  

Initiatives to enhance policy capacity in the APS are underway so elected officials are provided with the 

best possible advice, including: 

 Enhancing the APS Policy Intern Program to attract recent post-secondary graduates into a 16-

month paid internship program, with meaningful policy work experiences. 

 Continuing the Policy Essentials Program to provide employees with knowledge, tools and 

resources needed to understand policy development within the Government of Alberta. 

 Hosting the bi-annual Policy Matters Conference to provide an opportunity for APS policy 

professionals to share expertise and best practices for developing quality policy advice for elected 

officials. The next APS policy conference is being planned for June 2016. 
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ENGAGING EMPLOYEES   

Renewing efforts to strengthen employee engagement through: 

 Implementing a comprehensive Internal Communications and Engagement Framework and 

developing and implementing a coordinated, strategic cross-government communications and 

engagement strategy. 

 Establishing an employee recognition and corporate awards program focused on promoting and 

recognizing excellence in the APS. 

 Obtaining and responding to employee input by developing a refreshed set of instruments to 

gather employee input and enhance the enterprise-wide, strategic approach to respond to the 

employee input so the advice of employees is actioned. 
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